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Test-Driven Development

•  Test cases written before program
•  Requirements turned into test cases
•  Write program to pass test cases
•  Continue the cycle
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Unit-Test

•  Testing method used to test units of code.
•  Usually used to test functions and procedures

–  Numbers, return value, booleans 

•  Allows for testing of functionality of code
•  Unit-Test Frameworks
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Why Use Unit Tests

•  Test functions to see if they work
–  Give the test something you know the answer too

•  Allows one to test variables
•  Protects from errors made during sharing and 

editing
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GENIE

•  Neutrino Monte Carlo
•  simulate detailed 

experimental setups 
involving neutrinos 

•  200,000 lines of C++
•  Developed and 

Supported by scientist all 
over the world
•  (covering low energy reactor 

experiments, solar, supernova, 
meson decay at rest, accelerator-
based experiments, and all the 
way through PeV+ cosmic 
experiments)

•  DF
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Neutrino	Simula.ons:	
A	Three-Part	So6ware	Stack	
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π+	→	μ+	+	νμ	

νμ	+	N	→	μ-	+	X	

Detector	
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Beamline	(FLUKA/Geant)	
+	Produces	a	flux	predic>on	
+	Hadron	produc>on,	focusing,	etc.	

Event	Generator	(GENIE)	
+	Interac>on	Physics	
+	Nuclear	medium	

Detector	(Geant)	
+	Final	state	radia>on	traversing	maKer	
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The	Problem	

A	neutrino	comes	in	(unobserved).	

A	lepton	
comes	out	
(maybe)...	

...along	with	
some	hadrons	

(maybe).	

What	was	the	neutrino's	energy?	

"GENIE"	



GENIE	at	FNAL	
•  GENIE is the primary event generator for:

–  ArgoNeut

–  SBND

–  DUNE

–  MicroBooNE

–  MINERvA

–  NOvA

•  GENIE is being considered for special studies by MINOS 
and MiniBooNE (they use previous generation software for 
their main generators).



BOOST

•  A set of libraries for C++ 
–  Supports number generation, linear algebra and unit testing 

•  Chosen framework for GENIE unit-test
–  + Easy to create tests
–  + Handles crashes well
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Suites and cases

•  BOOST_AUTO_TEST_SUITE
–  Used to organize unit test 

•  BOOST_AUTO_TEST_CASE
–  Organizes more specific tests in a Suite
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Simple BOOST Functions

•  BOOST_CHECK
–  Makes sure a function returns to right value

•  BOOST_REQUIRE
–  Same as BOOST_CHECK but stops test if false

•  BOOST_ERROR
–  Uses to warn of an error

•  BOOST_FAIL
–  Same as BOOST_ERROR but stops test when used
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Using BOOST
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Using BOOST
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The Second Suite
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Running the Test
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Booleans

•  A data type with only two possible values
•  True (1)
•  False (0)
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Applying to GENIE

•  Different than normal test-driven development
–  GENIE already exists

•  Have to apply unit-test to it.
•  More difficult

–  Working with already made classes
–  Need to access the correct pointers
–  Find the function that depends on the function the depends 

on the function
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Testing XSEC
•  Attempted to test a cross section in the LlewellynSmith class
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Testing XSEC
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Testing Booleans
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Testing Booleans
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Future of Unit-Test for GENIE
•  So far:

–  Showed BOOST can work with Genie
•  Develop an infrastructure 

–  Currently doing
–  Allow for testing by all users
–  Protect Genie from deadly errors
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Questions?
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